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we have covered some of the key features. the live preview allows you to see
what your build is looking like when you build it so far, the top right of the
window shows the render of the build and allows you to tweak the settings.
you can control the shape of the hose also in the build section, in the mesh
section there is a feature to automatically calculate the ideal shape and size of
the animated object, it also takes into account what rotation is required and
the position of the middle node. adding characters to the build also makes it
easy to animate the character by just binding them to controllers. when you
are happy with the finished build, hit the export button, which will then create
all the files you need. as we can see above, you can save the build as a.mhv,
which you can then use when you import it into ae, you can also save it as
a.mfx if you would prefer to use ae’s own format. this is where rubberhose
really shines and it allows you to take a character that you have designed in
illustrator and animate it in ae. in the below image we can see a rubberhose
shape, you can clearly see where in the build it has the hose location. this
hose location is shown as a blue line and is the start point for all of the hose
animation. you will notice that these location points are in vector format, when
you place this on the artboard and go to the drop down menu for animation
and place the control points you can see they are in layers. as you would
expect you can place as many hose animations as you like using layers and
switching between them, when you select a layer you can go into the curve
and animate the individual lines. if your animation goes through a lot of points
then those points will clutter the layout, this is where the position point comes
into play, it can be found in the shape tab and it is an anchor point, which
means that no matter where you move it on the artboard, the position point
will always stay in the same spot.
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